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Abstract. The a ic e dea
i h he fea e
jec
f i f
ai
of head enterprise that produces high-tech products. Methods the projects
portfolio formation are considered: mathematical, simulation and economicstatistical. The factors that influence the choice of the model are illustrated.
It is proposed to carry out research on the basis of creation complexes of
interrelated, multi-level models and optimization-simulation approach. The
means of implementing this approach are human-machine iterative,
interactive procedures. To find the optimal solution by the decision maker,
procedures should be based on the identification of the main goals and
preferences used in the creation of an optimal of the project portfolio, the
study of a set of acceptable parameters and actions.
The head enterprise is considered as a complex system described by several
models, to which the control scheme with direct and feedback is applicable,
where:
functional breakdown of the process of forming the projects portfolio into
separate blocks justifies the use of multi-level modeling of a complex
production system;
in long-term planning and forecasting, it is necessary to solve both the direct
problem of system consequences for a given "input", and the inverse
problem of planning, which has a significant spread of output parameters.
In order to optimize the method, it is proposed to create iterationoptimization analytical models using the two-point boundary value method,
including planning from the achieved and planning from the final result.
Indicated the advantages of using a specialized mathematical apparatus in
the formation of the projects portfolio.
Keywords: organization of production, project portfolio, head enterprise,
management scheme, planning purposes, multi-level modeling, iterativeoptimization analytical model, two-point limited value method.

Introduction
The order (project) portfolio formation is an important and difficult task facing each
enterprise in the machine-building industry. The complexity of this task is due to the product
specifics, high-tech and multi-component production with a long cycle [5]. The enterprise
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effectiveness and sustainability depend on the correct setting of the project portfolio goals
and the solution to the problem of its formation [15].
We shall consider the existing approaches to the project portfolio formation for machinebuilding industry enterprises [3], [4], [5], [6], [8], [10], [11] and identify the features of
forming the project portfolio of the parent enterprise manufacturing the high-tech production.

1. Theoretical foundations of forming the order portfolio of the
parent enterprise of machine-building industry
A study of existing approaches and methods of forming the order portfolio shows that
there are three main approaches to its modeling: mathematical, simulation and economical
and statistical. In accordance with [4], [8], the main basic models can be described in the
following ways, presented in the Table 1.
Model
Optimization

Simulation
Economical and
statistical
Empirical
Graphic

Table 1.The main basic models
Description methods
Linear programming.
Integer programming.
Boolean programming.
Goal programming.
Algebraic and logical relations.
Matrix representation (e.g. BCG matrix, McKinsey matrix)
Basic financial ones, based on the forecast of revenue from product
sales.
Functional, regression and correlation, probabilistic and statistical,
dynamic description methods
Logical and intuitive methods (expert, testing, " tree of objectives",
SWOT analysis, BCG)
Network planning, Pareto diagrams, Gantt charts and other
approaches.

H e e , he a ie
f a i g ak e ie
de e
e aae
de
f
individual planning functions, but develop systems of models that have both horizontal and
vertical relationships and describe the decision-making process as a whole at a particular
planning stage. In this case, diverse mathematical apparatus can be used that allows to
simulate both linear and non-linear economic dependencies» [4, p. 136]. The creation of
complex models and systems of models is required, where one model can be replaced by
another depending on the life cycle of the project. Thus, the model choice depends on the
enterprise goals.
In most sources, when forming an efficient order portfolio for the machine-building
enterprise that manufactures high-tech products, the main goals are:
economic feasibility (maximum income), while the main criteria are profit
maximization [11] and cost minimization [10];
maintaining the enterprise integrity, which is the main criterion included in the model
a a i eg a ed c
ed e e i e a a e e ha ade a e defi e
ecific
competence, technological uniqueness, structural, functional and resource
configuration, production capabilities and, as a result, the consumer value level of its
d c [6, . 85], ha i , he
f i f de
c
i h he i ci e f
fea ibi i a he e e i e , ha i , he de
f i
c
i h he
principle f fea ibi i a hi e e i e [10, . 108]).
An analysis of the methods used to form order portfolios in various industries showed
that most of them are aimed at financial analysis and poorly take into account the production
2
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potential and order characteristics. The tasks of economic feasibility in most cases are
described as the task of multicriteria linear programming and is reduced to the allocation and
i i ai
f bjec i e f c i . A ha ,
g a h a d cie ific a e di c
projec i e e i ec i ie a d hei de i a i e [12, . 115]. The adi i a a
ach
outlined in the guidelines [7] for promising projects considers only financial and economic
indicators (net income, the need for additional financing, etc.), calculated independently for
each
jec . The c ide ed a
ach ha e e a di ad a age . I a ic a , i d e
take into account the so-called mandatory (requirements of the law or the regulator) and
technologically tightly interconnected projects in the ranking process. The method does not
at all take into account deviations in deadlines and finances in previously planned and
implemented projects at the enterprise, which must be continued by all means within the
i i ed i e e b dge [12, . 118], and only a few companies organize all projects
within the framework of a comprehensive project portfolio.
Probabilistic methods (see [6], [3], [14]) and dynamic economic and mathematical
models [5] are often used, which also have a number of limitations. For example, in the
aircraft industry, the duration of development projects and processes for the manufacturing
of high-tech products is about several years and even decades. As a result, a variety of factors
can influence the project development and the change in the project portfolio from the
jec i i
he achie e e
f cie ce a d ech
g . Ca c a i
i ha e be
ca ied
he ba i f f eca i f
ai
i h a high deg ee f ce ai
[5, . 345].
I c
ection with this, it becomes almost meaningless to use overly detailed, complex
particular models that lay claim to high accuracy; in any case, it will not be achieved due to
i acc ac f he i i ia da a [5, . 346].
Thus, for an enterprise manufacturing high-tech product, multicriteria tasks and linear
programming methods used for them do not always consider all the main project criteria, and
probabilistic and dynamic economic and mathematical models, with the high complexity of
their implementation, are ineffective over the long term.

2. Data and methods of forming the order portfolio of the parent
enterprise
Above, attention was drawn to the fact that the main data affecting the choice of the model
for forming the project portfolio of any enterprise is the external and internal environmental
and enterprise factors. The project portfolio of the parent enterprise that manufactures hightech products also depends on external and internal factors affecting production cooperation,
as well as on its parameters [13], [20]. For a more complete presentation of the problem of
choosing a model for the formation of the parent enterprise order portfolio, we schematically
present only the main external and internal factors (see Fig. 1):
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Fig.1. Scheme of the influence of external factors on the characteristics of the project.

It follows from the scheme that the parameters and factors affecting the parent enterprise
cover a wide variety of areas of the external and internal environment, from the legislation
and regulatory requirements, the coherence and interdependence of projects, to production
technologies, managerial tasks and resource constraints. In the models used, it is necessary
to take into account economic requirements (profit, payback periods, internal rates of return,
liquidity, profitability, etc.).
When forming the project portfolio of the parent enterprise that has wide cooperation, in
addition to taking into account the requirements and factors outlined above, it is necessary to
solve a number of problems of taking into consideration the specifics of its work with
enterprises in the framework of cooperation and various customers. Based on the works of
R. Akoff, G. Wagner, F.P. Tarasenko, N.P. Fedorenko, D. Forrester, as well as in a number
of other works, it is proposed to consider production cooperation as a developing complex
dynamic system, built into a single production and organizational space and considered on
the systems approach basis. As noted in the works of S.N. Vasilyev and A.D. Tsvirkun,
Whe de e i g a ge i d ia a d i f a
c e
jec , he
be ai e f a
interconnected description and analysis of various aspects of the activity of the systems: the
processes of goal selection and decision making, information processing and production
processes. For large industrial and infrastructure projects, it is impossible to describe their
e ie a d fea e a he a e e e f de ai [2, . 15]. S e a e e e ed i he
form of an interconnected set of elements of different levels of detail and stages of
de e
e
f
d ci
[2, . 15] a d he bjec . The d a ic a e f he a k f
managing the development of large industrial and infrastructure projects requires the creation
of formalization and optimization methods from development scenarios (considering target
programs, long-term production development plans, management principles and methods for
monitoring the implementation of the plan) to choosing rational production and management
c e [2, . 15].
In order to smooth out differences in the levels of detail of enterprises in a cooperative
production system, some of them can be considered in the form of such an empirical and
a he a ica
de a he g a b . The g a b , i c
a
he b ack b , a
the parent enterprise to have a part of the necessary information about the enterprise included
i he c
e a i . The ch ice f he g a b
de i d e
he fac ha ,
he e
hand, e h d
i i
e e f a a i g he
e a a b ack b , e ai i g e
,
and on the other hand, the ideal state of absolute knowledge about the system and its
i eccab e de c i i ( hi e b ) he b i di g
de a d a a i g ea ystems and
processes remains an unattainable ideal.
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As was mentioned, dynamic models give high uncertainty in the long run even for single
enterprises of the machine-b i di g i d
. A d he
eci e
de ake i
acc
h e cha ge ha ha e a eady occurred repeatedly in the past, whereas in the case under
consideration it is necessary to evaluate the consequences of future, hypothetical changes in
he a a e e [5, . 346]. I he ca e f a
jec
f i ,i i i
a
c ide ,
one degree or another, the main significant factors affecting its formation, and not to conduct
eci e
de i g f
a fe
f he . Th , he ch i g he ecifica i
f
a ic a
de , efe e ce h d be gi e
i
e
f
de , i.e. tructurally stable
ones [1]. When changing the parameters, the qualitative nature of the decisions should not
change radically, otherwise the validity of the simulation results with high uncertainty of the
i i ia da a i be
a i fac
[5, . 346].
As a result of consideration of the features of the formation of the parent enterprise order
f i a ac
e
ga i a i a a d
d ci
e
he a e e e i e ge he
ihi c
e ai ,i i
ed
ake i acc
he c
i e nature of management
in the system, the complexity of its structure, the relationship with other production systems
and customers and conduct research on the basis of creating complexes of interconnected,
multi-level models and an optimization and simulation approach [16], [19]. Various
analytical simulation and optimization models can be used to solve problems of individual
enterprises or tasks aimed at achieving various goals of the parent enterprise.
The means for implementing this approach are human-machine iterative, interactive
procedures. These procedures should be based on the identification of the main goals and
preferences used in developing the optimal order portfolio of the parent enterprise, studying
the set of acceptable parameters and actions to find the optimal decision for the person
making it [17], [18]. The decision-maker (DM) may be the head of the enterprise or an expert
with the appropriate authority.

3. Iterative approach to creating the analytical simulation and
optimization model
Considering the parent enterprise for the manufacturing of high-tech products as a
complex system, described by several models, to which a feedforward and feedback control
scheme is applicable, an enlarged scheme of creating the project portfolio of the parent
enterprise is presented, shown in Figure 1, and an enlarged scheme of separating the project
portfolio formation process into functional blocks (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. An enlarged scheme of creating the project portfolio of the parent enterprise. Designed by
Authors.

The enlarged scheme for creating the project portfolio of the parent enterprise is
constructed using multi-level models and an optimization and simulation approach, namely:
Model 1 Organizational and industrial / production model of cooperation.
Model 2 The behavioral model of cooperation under given conditions and a given
control action.
Model 3 Model of goals, including an optimal project portfolio.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for the formation of an optimal control solution and impact
on industrial cooperation.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for determination of pursuing the goals.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for determination of the need for the formation of a control
action.
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Fig. 3. An enlarged scheme of separating the project portfolio formation process into functional
blocks. Designed by Authors.

The functional breakdown of the project portfolio formation process into separate blocks
emphasizes the need for multi- e e
de i g f he c
e
d ci
e
ae
e e i e ge he i h i c
eai .
The key points in the process of managing a complex object are the parameters of entry
and exit (goals of forming the project portfolio). Often with long-term planning and
forecasting, it is necessary to solve not only the direct problem of system consequences for a
given "input", but also the inverse planning task from the desired result to determining the
neces a "i
". I h d be
ed ha i h he e e e
i , he i
aa ee
can have a significant spread and also require an assessment (usually expert one).
In such a situation, it is advisable to use iterative and optimization analytical models and
create them using the two-point boundary value method, including planning from the
achieved and from the final result, considered in [9]. This will reduce the spread of parameters
and ensure the convergence of the simulation.
The method considers two models: the direct (projected future) and the reverse (desired
future):
1. The di ec
de a
e he e i : ha i be he f
e f he corporation if
the planning policy remains the same as it is now, and other, mainly external, active
bjec a d bjec d
cha ge? [9, . 138].
2. The reverse model answers the question: what changes need to be made in the
planning policy and in the organization of the production process to achieve the
desired result, and not currently predicted one?
As a result of this combined process of creating the model, one can get a forecast of the
feasibility of the production program, the results of which can be interpreted by DMs.
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The DM analyzes the simulation results, evaluates their importance and ranks them. The
sphere of the most significant tasks is being determined. The greater the difference between
the results obtained in the direct and reverse models (for each individual production process),
the more critical this production process. The process of planning and organization is being
revised, possible corrective actions are being taken to change the production and
technological process. Then a new iteration is being performed.
Thus, the convergence of the process and the reach of the optimal result in the formation
of the parent enterprise project portfolio are achieved.
The
ed a
ach i a
he c ea i
f
de a d ca c a i
eh d
ith
low computational complexity, as well as high performance. If possible, they should be
automated for users of various qualifications within the framework of computerized decision
e
[5, . 346].

Results
The paper shows that to achieve the greatest effect in studying and modeling the order
portfolio an integrated approach to the selection of goals, criteria and constraints is required.
Despite the universality of some methods, it is necessary to configure the analytical and
mathematical apparatus for each specific case, taking into account the functioning of the
corporation, cooperation enterprises and the specific features of a particular order. It is
proposed to use multilevel iterative and optimization analytical models as a method of
modeling and choosing the optimal portfolio of the parent enterprise using the two-point
boundary value method. This approach will provide easy interpretability of the simulation
results by the DM and the convergence of the method.

Conclusion
The use of a specialized mathematical apparatus as part of integrated information and
computing systems of engineering enterprises in the formation and management of the
project portfolio of will allow:
to formalize the functions of the project portfolio formation process and implement
multi-level modeling;
to provide easy interpretability of the simulation result by the DM;
to ensure the convergence of the results of iterative optimization analytical modeling
through the use of the two-point boundary value method;
to predict at the planning stage the occurrence of critical conditions in the production
process, and to provide the DM with the opportunity to take timely, reasonable and
competent control action.
The introduction of iterative and optimization analytical modeling in the formation of the
project portfolio of the parent machine-building enterprise will significantly increase the
efficiency of functioning and development of both the parent enterprise and its cooperation
enterprises involved in the creation of high-tech products.

List of abbreviations
DM

the decision-maker.
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